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1. Purpose of Meeting: To find a way to bridge the gap for actors in the 
industry and form an actor’s guild. 

 

 TO 

  

2. Attendance at 
Meeting   

    

Name Department./Division E-mail 

Gerald Langiri Administrator/actors.co.ke  info@actors.co.ke 

Gerry Gitonga Lawyer  gitonga@azania-legal.co.ke 

Mark Kaiyare Publicist actors.co.ke markkayaire@gmail.com  

Peter King Kenya Actors Guild 
founder 

Kipish9@yahoo.com  

George Mungai Phoenix players  gmungaim@yahoo.com 

Peter Mudamba Actor/director  petmudamba@yahoo.com 

Mkamzee Mwatela Actress mmwatela@yahoo.com  

Nice Githinji Actress nicegithinji@gmail.com 

David Gitika Actor dgitika@yahoo.com  

Charles Ouda Actor/director Joseph_ouda@hotmail.com 



Bobby Muga  bobbykamuga@gmail.com 

Veronica Waceke  veronicawaceke@gmail.com 

Damaris Matunda  matundadamaris@yahoo.com 

Roy Ogolla  madogollah@yahoo.com 

Melissa Ommeh  asalimsanii@gmail.com 

Magoaline Muckoya  mmuckoya@gmail.com 

Sue Wanjiru  sueshir@gmail.com 

    

3. Meeting Agenda  
1.   

To form an association, guild, society or union for actors and take the industry to the 
next level. 

Jeremiah 333 

  

 

 

 

4. Meeting Notes, Decisions, Issues  
The meeting was chaired by Gerald Langiri who is in charge of actors.co.ke and his 
publicist Mark Kayaire. Gerald started with explaining how he selected the members 
present for the meeting  and that was by randomly picking actors from different genres in 
the industry: Theatre actors, film actors, new actors, old actors, actors cum directors etc. 
He apologized for not having invited people others would have felt that required to be In 
the meeting. This was the 1st meeting however and others will get involved. He went on to 
give a brief introduction of himself and his website actors.co.ke and what the meeting 
was about.  

The 27year old started his career way back aged 10 years. He did not pursue acting 
further after High School because he had no proper information of the acting industry 
and how to embark on an acting career in Kenya after high school. He felt the need to do 
something in the industry when he was acting on a part time basis early last year.  

Some of the major challenges he noted were: 



•  lack of information and transparency in the industry 

• Actors not known. Hence the need for creating profiles for all actors. 

• Audition notification and info rarely heard of. 

• Actors are not represented in terms of revenue and castings and their rights. 

• A long term plan for the association. Forming a union, association, society or a 
guild to bring the actors together. 

Gerald went ahead to form actors.co.ke in August 2011.Having held two meetings with 
KFC; and inquiring on the way forward as he wanted to form a guild, he was informed 
one was already in existence and had been formed in 2008, headed by Peter King and it 
had sort of died. The aim therefore was to either revive it or create a new one, but the 
former would be ideal putting all factors in to consideration. Gerald explained the 
meeting was propagated by the fact that a federation was being formed by other film 
stakeholders to become an umbrella for other art associations (producers, directors, art, 
actors etc) to be under it and hence the proposed acting association. 

Achievements of actors.co.ke 

• It has laid down a network platform for actors to upload their profiles and get to 
know about their jobs. 

• It has laid ground for transparency in auditions, challenges and achievements in 
productions. 

• It has brought together everyone from the different arms of production. 

• The numerous responses have been overwhelming. 
 

Peter King: Confirmed that he had formed a guild in 2008 using his funds but 
unfortunately there was lack of funds and relocation of different members was a huge 
challenge. However, he gave the actors a go ahead to revive the guild. He also added that 
the guild should be open to membership for theatre, screen and aspiring actors and the 
members can look in to trainings and exchange programs for the actors.  

A union/association was also a key thing to look in to seeing as actors don’t get any 
benefits. He suggested that the guild should also be able to bring in funds for the 
members. 

Gerry Gitonga-Lawyer: Based in Nairobi, he has huge experience in the creative industry 
and has worked at KFC for two years. He is currently setting up a specialty in the creative 
and entertainment industry. He also held a meeting with film associations who are 
planning to form a film federation. 

The idea behind the federation is that film associations get together and become one 
voice on issues common to them. Different associations have different problems but to 
some point you find they correlate e.g. taxes for producers and actors on a broader level. 
The federation would ideally be structured as a Company, a wholesome association 
whose membership would be the associations. In the meeting they had held for the 
proposed idea, different associations represented different industry...KNFA, 3rd force, 
producers, animation, Gerald represented the actors. Hence, he insisted on the need of 



an association for actors to agitate on their needs. 

A union is a great deal and step and could be long and tedious and at times you can get 
a regret letter but once in place, it’s worth the wait. He also raised the point of research 
being done to find out if one already exists. 

The already existing guild should be revived and used on short time in step to the union. 
Other bodies are registered and operate under societies and the already existing guild 
could be amended to include lobbying and advocacy which can go in to human rights. 
Will it be a body that actors will feel comfortable joining? This can be done to suit our 
overall current and after needs.       

Fresh elections also need to be arranged for once the guild has been accepted and by 
effective people who are able to run the society well. 

The lawyer is readily available personally and professionally to assist the actors. 

Langiri had suggested for a public meeting to be held for actors to be notified of what is 
being planned out but Mkamzee Mwatela and Nice Githinji both suggested that we should 
use social media to spread the word and actors.co.ke will be used as the communication 
channel to spread the word effectively as it is doing currently. Gerald however urged 
members to be more acting on the site and forum. 

George Mungai: Good things take time and everyone should have patience, Commitment, 
persistence, Discipline and hard work which are key for success of the association. He 
also said he would work with Phoenix Players Theatre to see how they can contribute in 
terms of space for any meetings or events in regard to this matter of the actors guild. 

 

A.O.B: 

• The existing guild constitution to be sent to Gerald Langiri who will tend bit by by 
share it on the actors.co.ke website to inform the masses about it and how one 
can join it. 

• The next meeting and its agenda to be communicated. 

• Research on how other countries run their associations 

• The guild can start small with the members who were present and grow big in time 
aiming to reach actors in the market country wide. 

• Use of social network and media to market the guild. 

• The federation holds its next meeting on 12th April 2012 where Gerald Langiri and 
Mark Kaiyare will still sit in it but in an acting capacity while we revive the old 
guild and up until the members of the guild elect officials to do so. 

• Kohadha expressed interest to vocally air our issues in case we need a fighting 
voice 

 



 

PS: Apologies for any info that might have been left out. 

 

  

  

5. Action Items   (add rows as necessary)     

Action Assigned to Due Date 

• Sending of minutes 
 

• Guild document to be sent to the members and 
public 
 
 

• Communication of the way forward upon 
reading of the guild by members. 

 Gerald 

Gerald, Peter 
King 

Gerald 

  

  

6. Next 
Meeting 

      

Date: 
 (MM/DD/YYYY) 

  Time:   Location:   
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